[Mechanisms and dynamics of episodes of progression of of 2:1 atrioventricular to high degree atrioventricular block].
To evaluate the mechanisms and dynamics of episodes of progression to high degree (HD) atrioventricular (AV) block (B) analyzed during incremental atrial pacing (St), in patients with previous 2:1 His-Purkinje (HP) AVB. Data from 4 patients were analyzed. All of them with history of syncope and ECG exhibiting 2:1 AVB with wide QRS pattern. The AVB was in the HP system (HPS) in all. Every patient was submitted to electrophysiologic study with incremental atrial pacing, by which the conduction sequences and the AV conduction ratios (AVR) were analyzed. The basal (B) cycle length (CL) was defined as the shortest interval between two conducted beats (spontaneous or pacing-induced). The incremental atrial stimulation was performed beginning with CL 10 msec shorter than BCL until reaching 250 msec. Nineteen episodes of progression to HD-AVB were seen. A) With StCL between 31 and 26% of BCL, AVR were 3:1, 4:1 and 5:1, with only one blocking zone (BZ) in the HPS; B) with StCL between 24 and 22% of BCL, AVR were 5:1, 7:2, 9:2e11:3. In this situation a 2nd BZ ensues-on proximal, site of a decremental conduction, situated in the AV node (AVN) or in the HPS, and the other (distal level) always in HPS; C) with StCL between 24 and 16% of BCL, AVR were 5:1, 6:1, 10:2, 11:2 and 12:3. Here, these AVR were explained by postulating 3 BZ where 2 were in AVN and 1 in HPS, or inversely with 1 in AVN and 2 in HPS. The decremental conduction occurred in 1 or 2 out 3 BZ and an integral conduction (like 2:1 or 3:1) in the others. The BCL is the determinant of the AVR observed. As the StCL is shortened (< 26% BCL) a 2nd or 3rd BZ in the AVN or in the HPS ensues. These observations suggest that the mechanisms and dynamics of progression to HD-AVB apply only during incremental atrial pacing and there is a clear difference with what has been observed with the progression occurring exclusively at AV node.